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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

McNAUGHTON’S PAINTING:
‘Lost in the Swamp’
08/02/18 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
Fox News posted the new Jon McNaughton
painting titled “Crossing the Swamp”. The
painting identifies: Trump at the helm, and
Vice President Pence carrying the flag by his
side. The rest are identified as: U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Nikki Haley; Defense Secretary
Jim Mattis; Housing and Urban Development
Secretary Ben Carson; Attorney General Jeff
Sessions; first lady Melania Trump; Secretary
of State Pompeo; White House Press Secretary
Sarah Sanders; the president’s daughter
Ivanka Trump; National Security Adviser Bolton; Kellyanne Conway; and Chief of Staff John
Kelly.
The American Resistance Party (not affiliated with the Republican Party) is amused at this painting.
We see the folly of this picture. The characters INSIDE the boat may be good patriots… However, it is
the boat itself that is the challenge… IT IS A REPUBLICAN BOAT! It is the boat that has helped caused
the cesspool SWAMP in the first place.
This leaky-sinking boat is the one that allowed a NON-NATURAL BORN CITIZEN named Chester Arthur
(1881) to become and remain an unconstitutional POTUS. It also allowed Marxist Barry Soetoro to become our first illegal alien, homosexual, drug snorting POTUS. It is the same boat (aka party) that has
approved Socialist programs like Social Security, food stamps and free hand outs to illegal aliens, etc.
And if Trump and his minions really want to clean up the swamp, they should be closer to the Federal
Reserve Building where the swamp really begins. Until then, they’ll stay LOST IN THE SWAMP which
should be real title of the painting! (P.S. We like the painting)
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